
HEALTH & SAFETY / FIRST AID
Keep SmartTraceTM out of reach of children. SmartWater suggest that gloves and eye protection 
are used where appropriate. Please clean up spillages, they can create a slip hazard. Contact with 
eyes: rinse with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Contact with skin: immediately wash the 
area with soap and water. Swallowing SmartTraceTM: wash out your mouth with water and consult 
your doctor if any symptoms develop.

Please dispose of any out-of-date or unwanted SmartTraceTM in accordance with your policy for the 
disposal of controlled waste. This work must be carried out by a contracted service provider or by 
your local authority and is a legal requirement (Environmental Protection Act, 1990). Please remove 
all labelling from the bottle prior to disposal to ensure no one else attempts to use or register your 
SmartTraceTM forensic liquid. The SmartTraceTM forensic liquid in this bottle is valid for your address 
only. Please refer to www.smartwater.com/coa for instructions on how to change your registered 
address or other contact details.

0333 320 7797   |  www.smartwater.com

WHERE SHOULD I APPLY SMARTWATER SMARTTRACETM  
HIGH TEMPERATURE?

ONLY apply SmartTraceTM to catalytic converters.

Once applied SmartTraceTM may leave a pale white mark. 

There is a range of other vehicle products available at https://shop.smartwater.com/

WHAT IS SMARTWATER® SMARTTRACETM HIGH TEMPERATURE? 

SmartTraceTM High Temperature is specially formulated to tolerate extreme temperatures, providing 
an effective and robust means for protecting your Catalytic Converter.

SmartTraceTM is simply brushed on to your Catalytic Converter, providing instant protection. The 
liquid contains a unique forensic code that creates an irrefutable link back to the vehicle in the 
event of a theft and subsequent recovery.

Because of SmartWater’s ability to link offenders back to the scene of their crime, the SmartWater 
brand serves as a powerful deterrent.

In fact, 74% of criminals said they would not commit a crime at a location displaying SmartWater 
deterrent signage.*

* Perpetuity Research and Consultancy. An Evaluation of 
SmartWater: Offenders’ Perspectives.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR CATALYTIC CONVERTERS



STEP 2STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 4
Shake the bottle for 

approximately 10 seconds 
before use.

Make sure the engine is off and 
allow it to cool before application. 
Ensure that all areas you plan to 
mark are clean and dry before 
applying SmartTraceTM. Avoid 

smooth surfaces, instead apply to 
those that are uneven or irregular.

Insert the applicator into the 
bottle, collecting a small amount 

of liquid.

Apply SmartTraceTM to the area 
you have selected. This will be 
sufficient to recover the unique 

code, should the cathalytic 
converter be stolen  

and later found.

STEP 5
Place the supplied deterrent 

signage on the bumper of the 
car, above the exhaust pipe and 

on the inside of the windows.

STEP 6
IMPORTANT!  

Register at www.smartwater.com/
registration to ensure marked 

assets can be identified if lost or 
stolen.*

*If purchased directly from SmartWater online 
this wIll have already been registered.

STEP 7
Once you finished applying 

SmartTraceTM, the applicator needs 
to be placed back in the bottle and 
stored securely, so that it can be 

used again if required.

THINGS TO AVOID
> DON’T dilute your SmartTraceTM 

forensic liquid.
> DON’T write with the liquid.
> DON’T apply to smooth 
surfaces.
> DON’T apply the liquid in 
conditions in which frost can form.
> DON’T apply when engine is on.
> DON’T apply when catalytic 
converter or other components are 
hot.
> DON’T smoke while applying the 
liquid.

SmartTraceTM is best stored 
at room temperature.

Apply 3 layers of 2-3cm line  
of SmartTraceTM to the same area  
with 30 minute intervals  
between each layer.  


